Earthquake is one of the most divesting natural events that threaten human life during history. After the earthquake, having information about the damaged area, the amount and type of damage can be a great help in the relief and reconstruction for disaster managers. It is very important that these measures should be taken immediately after the earthquake because any negligence could be more criminal losses. The purpose of this paper is to propose and implement an automatic approach for mapping destructed buildings after an earthquake using pre-and post-event high resolution satellite images. In the proposed method after preprocessing, segmentation of both images is performed using multi-resolution segmentation technique. Then, the segmentation results are intersected with ArcGIS to obtain equal image objects on both images. After that, appropriate textural features, which make a better difference between changed or unchanged areas, are calculated for all the image objects. Finally, subtracting the extracted textural features from pre-and post-event images, obtained values are applied as an input feature vector in an artificial neural network for classifying the area into two classes of changed and unchanged areas. The proposed method was evaluated using WorldView2 satellite images, acquired before and after the 2010 Haiti earthquake. The reported overall accuracy of 93% proved the ability of the proposed method for post-earthquake buildings change detection.
INTRODUCTION
Earthquake is an inevitable destructive event. Every year this natural disaster causes a lot of destruction around the world that most of them are in the populated urban area. Having a destruction map of an area after an earthquake can help to cope with such disasters and reduce their damages. In this case, highresolution data, such as satellite/aerial imageries and LIDAR are very helpful to prepare a destruction map in an urban area with high speed and high accuracy. Aerial/satellite imagery may be used for extracting the spectral characteristics for an area and are known as one of the main sources for gathering information from earth's surface (Theau,"Change detection," Handbook, 2011) .
There are automatic and visual methods for extracting damage map using satellite/aerial imageries. The visual method is mostly based on the study of manual sampling. This method is time-consuming and requires large-scale manual investigations, manpower, and other resources (Rastiveis, Samadzadegan, et al, 2013) . Therefore, in recent years, accurate, fast and efficient automatic methods as pixel-based and object-oriented have been developed and proposed to derive change information from satellite images. For example: Muira et al used texture analysis for detecting damaged areas after the earthquake by using Quick-Bird and WorldView-2 satellite data that have been collected before and after the earthquake in Haiti. This method was able to correctly identify almost 70% of the buildings were destroyed. The method used to detect the destruction caused by the earthquake was a post-classification method. The advantage of this method was reducing radiometric differencing data, but the results were completely dependent on the initial classification (Miura, Yamazaki, & Matsuoka, 2007) .
Huyck et al, applied an automatic method based on the edge information by using QuickBird and IKONOS satellite data. This method was based on the assumption that after the earthquake in the collapsed buildings more dissimilarities of edge information are observed in comparison with the intact buildings (Huyck, Cho, Chung, & Eguchi, 2005) . Li et al, proposed a method based on a combination of spectral and location information in the detection of collapsed buildings using QuickBird satellite data after the Wenchuan earthquake, China. Combining the results, showed a significant improvement in damage detection compared to other methods that using only spectral information (Li, Xu, Liu, & Guo, 2009 ). Chini et al proposed an automated method using morphological features to detecting the damages by using QuickBird satellite data (Chini & Stramondo, 2011) .
Weber et al, proposed a potential model using a combination of principal component analysis and post-classification algorithm to detect the changed areas. SPOT_3 satellite images that have been collected before and after changes, was used in this research. The Accuracy of this method was 89%, which was relatively high, but it was a bit difficult to choose the right potential (Weber, and Puissant, 2003) . Samadzadegan et al, proposed a method for determining collapsed buildings in Bam, by extracting spectral and textural features and using pre and post-earthquake image and ancillary data (Samadzadegan, Zoj et al. 2010 ). Rastiveis et al, proposed a method based on fuzzy inference system for generating damaged map by using pre and post high resolution Quickbird images and ancillary data (Rastiveis, Samadzadegan et al. 2013 ).
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Jin et al used principal component analysis and postclassification vectorize images for change detection. SPOT_5 satellite images that have been collected before and after changes were used in this research. The accuracy of this method was 90.6%. Their technique included an overview of the direction and position changes. However, incorrect classification and complex changes were observed (Jin-Song, et al., 2009 ).
Wu et al proposed TLSF algorithm with a combination of postclassification and principal component analysis method. IKONOS satellite images, which have been collected before and after the changes, were used in this research. The Accuracy of this method was reported 86.3% (Wu, and Zhang, 2016) . Cao et al proposed CRF algorithm with a combination of FCM clustering and Euclidean distance. This method had no need for training data and has a slight noise. SPOT-5 satellite images that have been collected before and after changes were used in this research (Cao, Li, and Zhou, 2016) .
Atasever et al proposed DS algorithm based on artificial intelligence. He used principal component analysis algorithm in order to make feature space and DS for feature clustering. SAR satellite images that have been collected before and after the changes were used in this research (Atasever, Kesikoglu, and Ozkan, 2016) . Akay et al proposed new approaches to improve the accuracy of training data and use multiple classification Scheme (MCS) based on artificial intelligence for change detection using IKONOS satellite data. This method is more efficient in training samples to detect the changes (Akay, and Sertel, 2016) .
In addition to automation, the purpose of this study is mapping changed area with a segment by segment comparison that none of the expressed studies has previously done. So, we used object based segmentation, compare feature's plot by subtracting pre and post features and ANN for damage detection. More details will be presented in the following section.
.METHODOLOGY
The flowchart of the proposed method is summarized in Figure  1 . As shown in this figure, satellite imageries from the pre-and post-earthquake are used as input data to obtain a changed map. For this purpose, after preprocessing, image segmentation is performed to generate image objects. Then, the resulted segmentations are intersected to obtain equal image objects on both images. After that, appropriate textural features, which make a better difference between changed or unchanged areas, are extracted for all the image objects. Finally, subtracting the extracted textural features from pre-and post-event images, obtained values are applied as an input feature vector in an artificial neural network for classifying the area into two classes of changed and unchanged areas.
Pre-processing:
The aim of this step is to achieve the same type of measurement at the same geographic location over time by each pixel (lunette 1998). Pre-processing is very important in change detection because false pre-processing can increase errors. In this research, histogram matching is done after geometric correction. Histogram matching is a process where a time series image is modified such that it's a reference.
Figure1. Flowchart of the proposed method for buildings change detection after an earthquake
Segmentation:
Segmentation is one of the most important steps in object-based change detection. Different techniques have been developed for image segmentation during the last two decades. In this research, the multiresolution segmentation method is applied for segmentation of the pre-and post-event satellite imageries. This algorithm based on region merging segmentation so merged image objects repeatedly until more homogeneity is not possible (eCognition Developer Reference book 2014) Selecting appropriate segmentation parameters such as scale, shape and compactness is the most important step in this process. The Scale determines the maximum allowed heterogeneity for the resulting image objects, shape modifies the relationship between shape and compactness and compactness is used to optimize image objects with regard to compactness.
Segmentation intersection:
As the segmentation of the images may create two different image objects with unequal size and shape, comparison these objects would be difficult. Therefore, segmentation intersection is performed to solve this problem. In other words, both segmentation results are intersected to create the same image objects. For this purpose, two segmentations are overlaid and new polygons are created by the intersection of the input polygon boundaries.
Feature extraction:
Feature extraction has an important role to capture meaningful information from the image objects so can give more precision on classification step. The Purpose of this step is to obtain features that help in the change detection process. In change detection algorithms, an appropriate feature is the one that makes a better difference between change and unchanged area. Spectral and textural information are common features for image classification and change detection. In this study, Haralick textural features are applied for the change detection process. These features can be calculated using grey-level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM). GLCM is a matrix that contains the number of each grey level pairs that are located at distance d and direction θ from each other (Haralick, 1973) . In the proposed method, seven textural features are applied. These features are described below:
GLCM Homogeneity: This feature measures local monotony of pair of pixels. Homogeneity is high if grey value of pixels is similar to each other.
GLCM Contrast:
This feature measures local variation between neighbours in the image. Contrast is high when grey value difference between neighbours is high.
GLCM Entropy:
This feature measures grey levels distribution if pixels in image. High entropy represents the heterogeneous texture of the image and low entropy represents a homogeneous texture. The value for entropy is high if the elements of GLCM are distributed equally. It is low if the elements are close to either 0 or 1.
GLCM Ang. 2nd Moment:
This feature measures softness. The full steady state value is 1, and where we have the complete lack of uniformity is very close to zero.
GLCM Std. Dev:
This feature uses the GLCM, therefore it deals specifically with the combinations of reference and neighbour pixels. Thus, it is not the same as the simple standard deviation of grey levels in the original image.
GLCM dissimilarity:
This feature is similar to the contrast but increase linearity. If contrast of area is high, dissimilarity is also high.
GLCM correlation:
This feature represents a linear dependence of one pixel's gray level to neighbor's gray level.
The formulae of the aforementioned features using GLCM matrix are summarized in Table 1 . 

After extracting all the features from pre-event and post-event satellite images, the differences of these features are used as final feature vector (Eq. 1). It should be noted that, in contrast to an unchanged image object, the values of this feature vector will be bigger for the changed image objects. 
2.1.6-Neural network: Artificial Neural Networks are computational methods for data classification. They are applied in many fields such as computer studies, psychology, biology, organic chemistry, etc. Since the late 1980s, artificial neural networks are employed for analysis of remote sensing data in various applications such as classifying land cover, cloud detection, and change detection. (Bakhary, Hao, & Deeks, 2007) .
In this study, we used multilayer perceptions (MLP), which is trained through the error backpropagation learning algorithm (Bakhary, Hao, & Deeks, 2007) . Typically, an MLP network topology includes of multiple layers of neurons with connections only between neurons in neighboring layers. After learning the network using training data, the calculated feature vector for each image object, which obtained from the previous step, are individually imported into the network and the network will decides about the situation of the image object. Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed MLP network for change detection. In general, there are three stages in neural network classification for change detection: Firstly, the educational process using input data. Note that, in order to properly train the neural network, training data should be provided for both of the two classes entire the images. So image objects should be collected from all over the image. Secondly, the success of the validation phase that determines the educational phase and health networks. Third, the classification of the classified maps or change map. By performing the algorithm on all image objects, they can be classified into two classes of changed or unchanged. In the following section, the obtained results after testing the algorithm would be presented. 3-STUDY AREA In this study, acquired WordView2 satellite images before and after the 2010 Haiti earthquake were used to evaluate the proposed method. In this data set, an area including 2000x2000 pixels, which is shown in Figure 3 , were selected as test data.
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TEST AND EVALUATION:
After data pre-processing, segmentation of both images was performed through multi-resolution segmentation algorithm. In this case, shape, scale and compactness are important parameters and, they need to be wisely selected. Inaccuracy in these parameters may cause unexpected segmentation polygons and, consequently, the change detection process will not be reliable. Figure 4 (a) and 4(b) demonstrates the obtained segmentation for pre-earthquake and post-earthquake satellite images, respectively. In both images 17, 0.4 and 0.7 for the scale, Shape and compactness parameters were considered. By overlaying these segmentation results new image objects were generated through segmentation intersection step. After generating image objects, textural features were extracted for all the image objects. Here, Homogeneity, Entropy,
Tehran's Joint ISPRS Conferences of GI Research, SMPR and EOEC 2017, 7-10 October 2017, Tehran, Iran This contribution has been peer-reviewed. https://doi.org/10.5194/isprs-archives-XLII-4-W4-139-2017 | © Authors 2017. CC BY 4.0 License. 142 correlation, contrast, Std. Dev, Ang.2nd Moment, dissimilarity features were applied as features. Tables 2-3 show the calculated texture features for four sample image objects from pre-and post-image, respectively. Subtracting the extracted textural features from pre-and postevent images, obtained values are applied as an input feature vector in the designed artificial neural network. In the applied MLP network 10 hidden neurons were considered. Besides, 216 image objects were observed manually as training data to be used for training the network. Figure 6 shows the convergence process of the network. After training the network all image objects were imported into the network and their situation were assessed. The final obtained change map is demonstrated in Figure 7 . As seen in Figure 7 , red polygons show changed areas and yellow polygons show unchanged areas. ANN's confusion matrix for this classification is shown in Table 4 . As can be seen in Table 3 , among 216 manually observed image objects, the proposed algorithm detected 84 correct unchanged image object, 8 false unchanged image object, 42 correct changed image object, 2 false changed image object, and overall accuracy is 92%. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper a new method for mapping destructed buildings after an earthquake using pre-and post-event high resolution satellite imageries were proposed and implemented. By means of multi-resolution method and appropriate selection of parameters including shape, compactness, and scale, the segmentation were done on world-view2 satellite images. Homogeneity, Entropy, correlation, contrast, Std. Dev, Ang.2nd Moment, dissimilarity features were selected among the texture features. Finally, subtracting the extracted textural features of pre-and post-event images, final feature vectors were applied as an input feature vector in an artificial neural network for classifying the area into two classes of changed and unchanged areas. The obtained overall accuracy, 92%, showed the ability of the proposed technique for distinguishing destroyed buildings from intact buildings. Furthermore, segmentation intersection to have the same segments was the main reason for achieving the promising results. Although the results especially in comparison with manually observed image objects were promising, however, further studies need to improve the results.
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